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Abstract
Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments targeting histone modifications are commonly used to characterize the dynamic epigenomes of diverse cell types and tissues.
However, suboptimal experimental parameters such as poor ChIP enrichment, low cell input, low
library complexity, and low sequencing depth can significantly affect the quality and sensitivity of
histone ChIP-seq experiments. We show that a convolutional neural network trained to learn a mapping between suboptimal and high-quality histone ChIP-seq data in reference cell types can overcome
various sources of noise and substantially enhance signal when applied to low-quality samples across
individuals, cell types, and species. This approach allows us to reduce cost and increase data quality.
More broadly, our approach – using a high-dimensional discriminative model to encode a generative
noise process – is generally applicable to biological problems where it is easy to generate noisy data
but difficult to analytically characterize the noise or underlying data distribution.
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Introduction

Distinct histone modifications are associated with different classes of functional genomic elements. Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments targeting histone modifications are commonly used to profile the context-specific epigenomes of populations of cells [1, 2, 3]. However, high-quality
histone ChIP-seq experiments typically require high-quality antibodies, high ChIP enrichment, millions of
cells, and deep sequencing [4]. These experimental conditions are often difficult, costly, or even impossible
to attain, resulting in low sensitivity and specificity of measurements especially in low input samples such as
rare populations of primary cells and tissues [5, 6]. To overcome these limitations, we train a convolutional
neural network (CNN) [7, 8] to learn a generalizable mapping between suboptimal and high-quality ChIPseq data. The model substantially attenuates three primary sources of noise – due to low sequencing depth,
low cell input, and low ChIP enrichment – enhancing signal in low-quality samples across individuals, cell
types, and species.

2

Model

CNNs have recently been used to successfully predict regulatory sequence determinants of DNA and RNA
binding proteins [9, 10] and chromatin accessibility [11]. Here, we use them to learn a mapping between
multiple noisy ChIP-seq experiments on several histone marks and a high-quality ChIP-seq experiment
for one target histone mark by training on pairs of noisy X (n) and high-quality Y (n) in the same cellular
contexts, where n indexes over the set of training examples. In each pair (X (n) , Y (n) ), Y (n) is a scalar representing binary peak calls or continuous signal of the target histone mark from a high-quality experiment
(n)
at a specific genomic position, and X (n) is a matrix, where Xij is the continuous signal of the jth histone
mark from the noisy experiment at the ith genomic coordinate in a 25,025 bp window centered at the
genomic position at which Y (n) was measured. (See Supp. Info. for more information on model training
and hyperparameter selection.) X is fed through a convolutional layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU), and
then a dense layer to predict Y .
For each target mark, we train two separate CNNs to accomplish two tasks: a regression task to
predict histone ChIP signal (i.e., the fold enrichment of ChIP reads over input DNA control) and a binary
classification task to predict the presence or absence of a significant histone mark peak. To predict foldenrichment, the dense layer uses a ReLU and we minimize mean-squared error; to call peaks, the dense
layer uses a sigmoid activation (because the output is binary) and we minimize cross-entropy loss.
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Figure 1: Low sequencing depth experiments on LCL cell lines derived from different individuals. Compared to the signal derived from subsampled
reads, the denoised signal shows greater correlation with the full signal (left) and more accurate peak-calling (right) across all cell lines. Here, we
show a representative narrow mark (H3K27ac) and broad mark (H3K36me3). Results on other marks are similar except for H3K27me3, where
baseline peak calling performance is particularly poor, though the denoised output is still significantly better. Full results are in the Supp. Info.
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Experiments

We tested our model on three distinct sources of noise: low sequencing depth, low cell input, and low ChIP
enrichment. In all cases, the inputs to our model were noisy signal measurements of multiple histone marks
(for marks used, see Supp. Info.), and we trained separate models to predict the high-quality signal and
peak calls for each target mark. For the regression tasks (predicting signal), we evaluated performance by
computing the Pearson correlation and mean squared error (MSE) between the predicted and measured
high-quality signal profiles. We compared this to the baseline performance obtained by directly comparing
the noisy and high-quality signal profiles of the target mark. For the classification tasks (predicting presence
or absence of a peak), we used the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) obtained by comparing
our model’s output to peaks called by the MACS2 peak caller [12] on the high-quality signal for the target
mark. We compared the AUPRC of our model to a baseline obtained by comparing MACS2 peaks on the
noisy data for the target mark to those obtained from the high-quality data for the target mark (see Supp.
Info. for further details on dataset preparation and model training).
3.1

Low sequencing depth

A minimum of 40-50M reads is recommended for optimal sensitivity for histone ChIP-seq experiments in
human samples targeting most canonical histone marks [4]. Adhering to this standard may often be infeasible due to cost and/or low complexity libraries from low input samples. Motivated by these constraints,
we tested whether our model could recover high-read depth signal from low-read depth experiments.
Same cell type across dif- Table 1: Denoising results on differential regions (diff. reg.) between test cell line GM18526 and
cell line GM12878. Performance reported is improvement of the denoised model over
ferent individuals. We evaluated training
baseline (original, subsampled reads) on the test cell line. Peak-calling results on H3K27me3
models on lymphoblastoid cell lines are omitted due to the lack of peak calls in differential regions; all results on H3K36me3 are
omitted due to low number of differential regions.
(LCLs) derived from six individuMSE (diff. reg.)
Pearson R (diff. reg.)
AUPRC (diff. reg.)
als of diverse ancestry (European
H3K4me1
-85% (4.01 → 0.57)
+59% (0.37 → 0.59)
+03% (0.93 → 0.97)
(CEU), Yoruba (YRI), Japanese,
H3K4me3
-75% (2.88 → 0.70)
+14% (0.63 → 0.72)
+09% (0.79 → 0.87)
H3K27ac
-86% (3.43 → 0.48)
+39% (0.55 → 0.77)
+05% (0.91 → 0.96)
Han Chinese, San) [13].
We
H3K27me3
-80% (0.78 → 0.15) +106% (0.14 → 0.30)
used the CEU-derived cell line
(GM12878) to train our model to reconstruct the high-depth signal (100M+ reads per mark) from a
simulated noisy signal derived by subsampling 1M reads per mark. On the other five cell lines, our model
significantly improved Pearson correlation between the full and noisy signal (Fig. 1, left) and the accuracy
of peak calling (Fig. 1, right). Using just 1M reads per mark, the predicted output of our model was
equivalent in quality to signal derived from 30M reads (H3K27ac) and 45M reads (H3K36me3) (Supp.
Info.). Fig. 2a shows an example of the model correctly recovering H3K27ac structure at the promoter of
the PAX5 gene, a master transcription factor required for differentiation into the B-lymphoid lineage [14].
We confirmed our model was not simply memorizing the profile of the training cell line (GM12878) and
copying it to the test cell lines by examining differential regions, called by DESeq [15], between GM12878
and the other cell lines [13]. Our model improved correlation and peak-calling even in those regions (Table
2
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(a) Low sequencing depth. H3K27ac tracks on GM18526 at the
PAX5 promoter. The model recovers the structure of the three peaks
and correctly calls a broad peak, whereas the subsampled data misses
the structure and the peak call. Sub = subsampled data (1M reads),
Full = original data (142M reads), Dn = denoised model output.

(b) Low cell input. H3K27ac and H3K4me3 signal across the Runx1
gene in mouse HSPCs. The model was trained on MOWChIP-seq data
generated from human LCL (GM12878) and captures two strong peaks
at the promoters of the two isoform classes and removes much of the
intervening noise. Low = 102 cells, High = 104 cells, Dn = denoised
model output.

Figure 2: Genome browser tracks comparing model output with baseline and gold-standard data.

1). Similarly, our model also improved correlation on the regions of the genome with enriched signal (i.e.
called as statistically significant peaks; see Supp. Info.).
Different cell type across Table 2: Cross cell-type experiments. Rows are train cell type; columns are test cell type;
reported is improvement in Pearson correlation (with baseline and denoised cordifferent individuals. We next performance
relation in parentheses) averaged across all histone marks used in cross-cell type experiments
assessed if a model trained on one (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and H3K36me3); AUPRC for peak
calling is reported in the Supplementary Information.
cell type in one individual could
Monocytes
MSCs
Fibroblasts
denoise low-sequencing-depth data
T-cells
+33% (0.51 → 0.67) +58% (0.44 → 0.70) +78% (0.36 → 0.65)
from a different cell type in a differMonocytes
+59% (0.44 → 0.70) +79% (0.36 → 0.65)
MSCs
+81% (0.36 → 0.66)
ent individual. As above, the model
was trained to output high-depth data (30M reads) from low-depth data (1M reads). We used histone
ChIP-seq data spanning T-cells (E037), monocytes (E029), mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs, E026), and
fibroblasts (E056) from the Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium [3]. Our model substantially improved the
quality of the low-depth signal on the test cell type for all pairs of cell types (Table 2), showing that it can
denoise low-depth data on a cell type even if high-depth training data for that cell type is not available.
Linear baselines. We compared our CNN model to a linear/logistic regression baseline for signal
denoising and peak calling, respectively. When evaluated in the same cell type, different individual setting,
the CNN model achieved only slightly better performance when evaluated across the entire genome, but a
3x lower MSE on peaks and a 2x lower MSE on differential regions. This implies that the CNN is better
able to learn to match the exact values of the signal tracks on “difficult” regions (i.e., where there is the
greatest deviation from the training signal), even though the linear model matches the rough shape.
Denoising and imputation. We varied the set of input marks for the CNN model in same cell type,
different individual setting: first, using the noisy target mark as the only input mark (pure denoising), and
second, using all noisy marks but the target mark (imputation with noise). In the denoising case, Pearson
correlation dropped by 0.03 points and AUPRC dropped by 0.05, on average, compared to when all marks
were used as input; thus, additional marks provided some information, but the denoised signal was still
substantially better than the original subsampled signal. In the imputation case, performance dropped
somewhat on the narrow marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac; −0.12 correlation, −0.13 AUPRC) and
dropped significantly on the broad marks (H3K27me3, H3K36me3; −0.29 correlation, −0.30 AUPRC).
The gap in correlation was even larger within peak regions. Thus, having a noisy version of the target
mark substantially boosts recovery of the high-quality signal.
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3.2

Low cell input

Conventional ChIP-seq protocols Table 3: Low-cell-input experiments. We report improvement of the denoised model output
require a large number of cells over baseline (original low-input experiments), as compared to high-input experiments.
MSE
Pearson R
AUPRC
to reach the necessary sequencing
H3K4me3
-61% (1.39 → 0.54) +208% (0.13 → 0.41) +42% (0.27 → 0.38)
depth and library complexity [5, ULI-N H3K9me3 -46% (0.51 → 0.27) +28% (0.41 → 0.53) +24% (0.29 → 0.36)
H3K27me3
-41% (0.68 → 0.40) +57% (0.34 → 0.54)
+25% (0.36 → 0.45)
6], precluding profiling when input
H3K4me3
-42% (1.18 → 0.68) +122% (0.14 → 0.31) +25% (0.20 → 0.25)
MOW
H3K27ac
-21% (1.44 → 1.14) +159% (0.09 → 0.24) +47% (0.17 → 0.25)
material is limited. Several ChIPseq protocols were recently developed to address this problem. We study ULI-NChIP-seq [5] and
MOWChIP-seq [6], which use low cell input (102 -103 cells) to generate signal that is highly correlated,
when averaged over bins of size 2-4kbp, with experiments with high cell input. However, at a finer scale of
25bp, the low-input signals from both protocols are poorly correlated with the high-input signals (Table
3). We thus trained our model to recover high-resolution, high-cell-input signal from low-cell-input signal
specific to each protocol. For ULI-NChIP-seq, we used a single mouse embryonic stem cell dataset [5]. For
MOWChIP-seq, we trained on data from the human LCL GM12878 and tested on hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells (HSPCs) from mouse fetal liver [6]. Our model successfully denoised the low-input signal
from both protocols (Table 3). Fig. 2b illustrates our model denoising MOWChIP-seq signal across the
Runx1 gene, a key regulator of HSPCs [16].
3.3

Low-enrichment ChIP-seq

Histone ChIP-seq experiments use Table 4: Low-enrichment experiments. We report improvement of the denoised model output
antibodies to enrich for genomic re- over baseline (low-enrichment experiments), as compared to high-enrichment experiments.
MSE
Pearson R
AUPRC
gions associated with the target hisH3K4me1
-75% (0.35 → 0.09) +42% (0.64 → 0.91) +119% (0.42 → 0.92)
H3K4me3
-86% (0.44 → 0.06) +54% (0.58 → 0.91) +74% (0.54 → 0.95)
tone mark. When an antibody with
H3K27ac
-70% (0.37 → 0.11) +37% (0.65 → 0.90) +83% (0.51 → 0.94)
low specificity or sensitivity for the
H3K27me3
-61% (0.27 → 0.10) +88% (0.42 → 0.78) +178% (0.18 → 0.49)
H3K36me3
-82% (0.36 → 0.06) +47% (0.65 → 0.95) +82% (0.53 → 0.98)
target is used, the resulting ChIPseq data will be poorly enriched for the target mark. This is a major source of noise [2]. We simulated
results from low-enrichment experiments by corrupting GM12878 and GM18526 LCL data [13]. For each
histone mark profiled in those cell lines, we kept only 10% of the actual reads and replaced the other 90%
with reads taken from the control ChIP-seq experiment, which was done without the use of any antibody;
this simulates an antibody with very low specificity. Training on GM12878 and testing on GM18526, our
model accurately recovered high-quality, uncorrupted signal from the corrupted data (Table 4).

4

Discussion

We use paired noisy and high-quality samples to substantially improve the quality of new, noisy ChIP-seq
data. Our approach transfers information from generative noise processes (e.g., mixing in control reads to
simulate low-enrichment, or performing low-input experiments) to a flexible discriminative model that can
be used to denoise new data. A similar approach can be used in many other biological assays where it is
impossible to analytically characterize the noise or the overall data distribution, but possible to generate
noisy versions of high-quality samples through experimental or computational perturbation. Our work
is conceptually related to the existing literature on structured signal recovery, in particular supervised
denoising in images [7, 17, 18] and speech [19]. It complements other efforts to impute genomic data [20];
whereas those methods use high-quality data of one type to impute data of another (e.g., using highquality H3K27ac signal to impute H3K4me3), we take in low-quality signal of the same type and denoise
it. There are many ways to build upon this work. We assume that the noise parameters in the test data
are known in advance; in some cases (e.g., the low-cell-input setting) this is true, but in others (e.g., the
low-enrichment setting) it is not. Training a single model over various settings of the noise parameters
or generation process would make the model more robust. Future work might also make use of cell type
similarity information; if cell types A and B are known to be related, their histone signals may be similar
as well. These lines of research may further enhance the improvements in data quality we achieve through
computational denoising of very noisy but highly structured biological data.
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